
 Solar Security develops software products and services to ensure information 

security of any business. 

The software vendor HQ based in Moscow, Russia. It’s been developing cutting-edge technologies based on vast 

expertise gained from 15 years’ experience in the information security field. Solar Security Team strives to make the 

new technologies more accessible to information security specialists and managers. The deployment options vary 

from on-premises or SaaS to various models of managed services. 

The portfolio of key products consists of: 

1. Solar Dozor – a comprehensive Data Loss Prevention solution to monitor employees’ digital 

communications at the workplace. It consists of powerful core module that provides various analytics on 

the data and several submodules to monitor traffic, user behavior analytics, correspondence, employee’s 

internal and external communications and much more. The key purpose is to avoid financial losses and 

data leakage. 

2. Solar Appscreener – a next-generation software for static code review aimed to protect any application for 

your business. The software supports source code analysis for more than 22 programming languages and 

for some binaries files. Applications from Google Play or AppStore can be scanned just by the web links 

from the stores. The tool provides detailed results on vulnerabilities with recommendations on how to fix 

them even if you do not have a technical background. 

3. Solar JSOC (Security Operation Center) services. JSOC team knows well how to investigate information 

security incidents in a 24/7 mode. They key portfolio of the services include: incident monitoring, web 

application security as a service, cybercrime prevention, application security testing, vulnerability 

management and security systems maintenance. 

Number of employees – 200+ 

Websites: https://en.solarsecurity.ru/, https://solaredappscreener.com/  

Target audience for the products: Enterprise, Medium companies from Financial, Banking, Retail, IT, Manufacturing 

industries and not only. For all the companies which care on information security or they just start establishing 

information security as part of their IT strategy - our products can be useful in many ways and protect their 

companies. 

Who we’re looking to partner with: 

 Small and Medium sized companies that provide or resell software in the field of information security or IT 

companies that want to develop business in information security field 

 Energetic business drivers who would like to make business with existing opportunities on the market with 

Solar Security products 

 Partner should have technical background resources to be able to make demonstrations and all the 

supporting activities in customers with Solar Security products 
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Para maiores informações, contatar:  Kate Semekhina <e.semekhina@solaredsecurity.com> 
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